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Over the last few decades, the

aerospace industry has turned

increasingly to carbon composite

structural materials to make aircraft

lighter and more economical. With

this increased use, it has become

apparent that conventional

nondestructive testing methods are

often impractical or unsuitable for

tests of  these materials.

Many current composite designs

use concepts similar to the sheet

and stringer methods found in

conventional aluminum airframes.

However, designers today may use

long unibundle laminate tape plies

(stringers) to reinforce honeycomb

composite sandwich panels (sheet or

skins). Where conventional

aluminum structures may have been

riveted or welded in the past, today’s

modern aerospace composite

structures are adhesively bonded.

The ability to find discontinuities

(including those introduced during

the manufacturing process and

those that result from use) in

composite structures with

conventional nondestructive testing

has proven to be challenging. As a

result, laser shearography has

become one of  the primary

methods used for nondestructive

inspection of  composite structures.

Using Laser Light to Detect

Surface Deformation

Laser shearography is a large area

optical inspection technique that

uses laser light to detect very slight

surface deformations that form

when subsurface discontinuities are

present and the test part is

subjected to an appropriate change

in strain. The noncontact, full field

technique allows large areas to be

covered quickly. The results are also

near real time. Shearography uses

the interference of  coherent,

monochromatic laser light to detect

surface displacements as small as

30 nm.

Surface deformations caused by

the presence of  discontinuities may

be generated by subjecting the part

to controlled stressing mechanisms

such as:

· pressure,

· heat,

· mechanical force or

· vibration

In many cases, a reference image is

recorded first. An excitation

(stressing) technique is then used to

generate a response in the material

while a second image is recorded.

The second image is subtracted

electronically from the reference

image. This subtraction or

correlation results in an image that

shows only the differences between

the excited surface and the

unstressed surface. The resulting

surface deformations are directly

linked to surface strains and with

the correct excitation method, the

images show subsurface weaknesses

or indications that may be

discontinuities or structural

information in the test object. In

reality, the images update in real
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time. A technique called phase stepping allows the direction

of  surface movement to be determined and images with

higher resolution to be obtained.

In order to detect internal discontinuities, it is necessary to

stress the test object with the appropriate type and

magnitude of  excitation in a manner that causes the internal

discontinuity to manifest itself  as a deformation of  the

surface.

Laser shearography is sometimes referred to as electronic
speckle pattern shearing interferometry (ESPSI). The term

speckle refers to the grainy appearance of  the laser light that

reflects from the surface in a diffuse manner. When coherent

and monochromatic laser light is projected through a

diverging lens onto a surface, the illumination appears not as

an even spread, but as a speckled, granular pattern. Minute

areas of  high and low intensity light, these speckles are

generated by the interference of  the reflecting laser light on

the viewing optic. They form the basis of  shearography and

without them, measurement would not be possible (Fig. 1).

In comparison to other nondestructive testing techniques,

laser shearography can offer the advantage of  performance

testing. Indications are seen as the result of  applied stress

and can therefore be indicative of  the materials or structural

strength. Conventional NDT methods can show

discontinuities that may or may not be related to actual

strength. A typical shearography result shows the gradient of

deformation of  the surface and not the absolute

deformation. The corresponding colors, typically white and

black or blue and red, come together to form a shearography

result. Commonly referred to as a butterfly image, this

pattern shows the positive and negative gradient of  surface

deformation above the discontinuity or anomaly as the point

is stressed (Fig. 2).

Detecting Discontinuities and Anomalies

Within size and depth limitations, laser shearography can

detect many of  the discontinuities that commonly occur in

composite structures. These include:

· delaminations,

· disbonds,
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Figure 1. Optical setup for laser shearography inspection.
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· impact damage,

· wrinkles,

· kissing bonds,

· separation of  structural components,

· crushed core and

· porosity

Additionally, structural information

such as ply drops, overlaps, bulkheads,

splices and ribs may also be shown.

Establishing System Capability

with Evaluation Standards

Test or evaluation standards are

essential as points of  reference when

conducting any nondestructive

inspection. In any inspection, these

standards demonstrate the capabilities

of  the inspection system for detecting

anomalies or discontinuities within the

components being investigated.

Evaluation or reference standards are

used to determine the sensitivity of

the inspection technique and to

demonstrate the ability of  the

technique to detect the maximum size

discontinuity allowed per the part’s

established acceptance criteria.

Nondestructive testing evaluation

standards are necessary for setting up

inspection parameters. The

configuration of  the nondestructive

inspection evaluation standard should

be representative of  the test

part/assembly with respect to

thicknesses, material types, ply layups,

orientation, bonding medium, and

underlying structure. It is possible to

use a replica of  a part or sections of

actual production parts as evaluation

standards. It is also possible to use

parts taken from service that may have

discontinuities caused by normal

loading or overloading to represent

the type of  discontinuity being

investigated. The evaluation standard

may have built in discontinuities

placed in proper locations with respect

to the area of  inspection and the type

of  anomaly being investigated. The

standard should have the same surface

characteristics such as coating, paint or

finish as the part being tested.

Composite test panels can also be

fabricated representing structures

similar to those being tested with

engineered voids of  specific sizes

placed in specific locations to

represent disbonds or delaminations.

It is important to ensure that surfaces

of  the engineered voids do not bond

to the structure during panel

fabrication. Typically two circular

pieces of  peel ply or fluorocarbon

resin tape are placed against each

other to form a small pillow. The

edges of  the pillow are sealed prior to

placement in the test panel to prevent

the entrance of  resin or adhesive into

the space between the pillow plies.

This technique ensures that a known

nonbonded surface exists in the

composite test panel (Fig. 3).

Setup and Inspection

Inspection of  aerospace composite

structures typically follows established

procedures that have been developed

or approved by the original equipment

manufacturer in compliance with

government or industry standards.1

The procedure should call out an area

of  inspection for each shearogram

that is based on pixel count, types of

discontinuities to be found, maximum

allowable discontinuity size and

rejectable discontinuity size limits.

Depending on the laser

shearography equipment used for the

inspection, the procedure will define

the image scale and shear vector as

well as the stand-off  distance required

for a portable system using a camera

or the grid pattern required for

inspection with a vacuum hood type

system. In the case of  a portable

camera laser shearography system

using thermal excitation, a quartz lamp

would be used to load the surface by

heating the part. Only a degree or two

of  change in the surface temperature

is required to conduct a proper

evaluation for laser shearography

(Fig. 4). The camera and inspection

software are activated and, once the

surface is loaded, the real time image

update can be used to observe the

material as it responds to the heat.

Individual images may be captured or

recorded for future evaluation. An

automatic procedure can also be set

up with predefined timings for both

loading and image acquisition. 

Evaluating Images

Live laser shearography images can be

used for real time evaluation of  the

test part during the initial inspection or

the images can be captured and stored

for evaluation at a later time. Images

can be viewed in grayscale or color.

Similar to other graphical inspection

methods, the results of  the inspection

should be compared to a known

sample or test standard. Structural

dissimilarities and discontinuities can

be compared to a valley, hill or ridge

standing out in relief  on a

topographical map (Fig. 5).

Figure 2. Illustration of shearography

result for detection of disbond in

honeycomb material.

Figure 3. Shearography result for

evaluation standard showing multiple

engineered disbonds on honeycomb

core (left) and foam core ((right).
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Advantages

Advantages of  the laser shearography

technique include the following:

· noncontact – does not use or

require couplant,

· portability for use in field,

· provides full field inspection and

overcomes many problems of

recording and interpreting point

measured data of  large area,

· real time display of  results,

· uses multiple stressing techniques

applicable to wide range of

materials, structures and

discontinuity types,

· quickly covers large areas with high

sensitivity and

· personnel qualifications are

established2,3,4

Limitations

Limitations of  the laser shearography

technique include the following:

· requires mains power for lasers and

vacuum pumps,

· laser safety issues from site to site,

· deep discontinuities and monolithic

structures may prevent detection of

discontinuities and

· thick composite structures and

metallic structures may not lend

themselves to laser shearography

inspection

Conclusion

Compared to other NDT techniques

such as ultrasonic testing, X-ray, or

bond testing, laser shearography offers

the advantage of  a fast, full field and

noncontact inspection technique. The

detection of  discontinuities is done

while stressing the sample and

identifying local changes in material

properties such as stiffness and

adhesion due to the excitation. Laser

shearography can rapidly inspect areas

up to 0.5 m2 (5.4 ft2 ) in one test,

while being noncontact and

nondestructive. The technique works

well on sandwich construction with

honeycomb or foam cores.
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Figure 4. Laser shearography setup for portable camera system.

Figure 5. Laser shearography images captured during inspection of carbon composite

structures: (a) section of wing structure and (b) section of radome.
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Some steels retain a large amount of  magnetization, 1-1.5 T (10-15 kG),

while others retain much less, 0.2-0.3 T (2-3 kG).1 This is known as

remanence (Br ) , retentivity, or residual magnetism, and is a function of  the

chemistry of  the steel, and its heat treatment and residual stresses. Checking

ferromagnetic steel parts encountered in daily life with a tesla meter (gauss

meter) will show that many of  them are partially magnetized.

Reasons for Demagnetization

Demagnetization is often required by various manufacturing and inspection

standards.2 Demagnetization is discussed extensively in the Nondestructive
Testing Handbook volume on magnetic testing.3 Reasons for demagnetizing

include (a) interference with subsequent machining operations, where

magnetized chips may adhere to a cutter and scratch the cut surface,

(b) interference with ionized plasma by deflecting it when welding,

(c) interference with moving parts by having particles stick to materials,

(d) difficulty in cleaning parts when magnetized particles are hard to remove

from the corners of  parts and thread roots, (e) effect during subsequent

magnetization of  parts, (f) small parts stick together when they go through

wash cycle and (g) the potential effect on local instruments. Good examples

of  areas where demagnetization is needed include the ends of  line pipe

prior to welding, and threads on tubing after inspection by wet fluorescent

magnetic particle inspection. However, there is often no need to

demagnetize after performing magnetic testing if  there is no effect on

subsequent operations. Typically, plate in storage tank floors inspected by

magnetic flux leakage is not demagnetized. In some cases, such as after

inspecting oilfield tubulars by magnetic flux leakage, turning a longitudinal

Demagnetization
by Roderic K. Stanley*
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Magnetization is the orientation of  crystal

domains within magnetic materials, which

themselves are always magnetized to magnetic

saturation. Figure 1 shows a set of  microscope

photographs that show five domains in iron

changing size as the applied magnetic field H is

increased. Those with magnetization that is

oriented in the direction of  the external field will

grow, while those with magnetization that is

opposed to the external field will shrink. Thus the

walls between the domains move (domain growth).

As H increases to a point well up on the initial

magnetization curve (curve plotted with

magnetization H on horizontal axis and flux

density B on the vertical axis when magnetizing a

ferrous metal with zero residual magnetism — also

known as virgin curve), those domains that are not

oriented in the direction of  the external field

eventually rotate into the direction of  the applied

field (domain rotation). In Fig. 1, the domain that

is shown to be vertical is seen to be getting

smaller, and finally its direction will rotate. In the

magnetization process, the domains, which are

either crystallites that end at grain boundaries, or

end at other discontinuities in the metal structure,

are oriented by the externally applied magnetic

field into the field direction, or grow at the

expense of  other domains. Thus toward

saturation, the number of  domains in a

magnetized object also generally decrease as

domain walls disappear. Demagnetization is the act

of  rescrambling these fully magnetized domains so

that the net effect as viewed from outside the

object is that there is no external field. But inside

the material, these domains remain fully

magnetized. Domain walls can actually be seen

under the microscope using very fine magnetic

particles, since they exhibit magnetic flux leakage

(MFL).

* NDE Information Consultants; 5218 Sanford Road; Houston,
TX 77035; (713) 728-3548; <rkstanley@ndeic.com>.

H = 0 H = 0

H H

H H

Figure 1. Domains in iron crystal changing as applied field strength H is

increased. Vertical domain eventually disappears at higher applied field

strength.



seen by sprinkling the part with magnetic particles), poles have been created

on the part. These poles create a demagnetization field within the part such

that the magnetic flux inside the part is not constant. So the reverse field

from the demagnetizing coil is encountering differing fields inside the part

that are dependent upon the geometry of  the part. One can adjust the field

strength inside the demagnetization coil so as to obtain minimum externally

measured field strength, but there then remains unknown (and geometry

dependent) flux inside the part. The amount can be checked as shown later.

Then, by any of  several methods, some of  this internal field can be made to

reappear at the surface, where it can be measured. Typically, knocking or

dropping the part may cause the inner magnetization to re-rotate the

domains near to the surface and so create the effect of  an external field. 

Figure 3 shows the results of  a test performed by the author on a 10 m

(30 ft) length of  steel pipe. In Fig. 3a, the longitudinal magnetization at the

half  way point is 1.14 T (11.4 kG), and at the two ends, where a meter
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Figure 2. Changes in B and H with time (t) as part of material is taken

through successive smaller swings in external field strength H.

residual induction into a circular one by use of  an

internal conductor, so that there are very few

poles outside the tube, is often considered

sufficient. 

Demagnetization Methods

Methods for demagnetization often depend on the

size of  the part, and in many cases, the part will

not be fully demagnetized because it is virtually

impossible to achieve this state. The only way to

fully demagnetize is to heat the part above its curie

point, which is about 770 °C (1420 °F) for steels,

and allow it to cool with its major axis aligned

east/west. Heating to lower temperatures will

partially demagnetize the part. Elongated objects

suspended roughly north/south will become

partially magnetized in the earth’s magnetic field,

which may be about 0.02 mT (0.2 G). The amount

of  magnetism in the part will then depend upon

the part’s magnetic permeability. An early high

school physics experiment is to place a

demagnetized rod 2 mm (0.08 in.) in diameter in

the earth’s field and gently tap it with a mallet.

Here sufficient energy is being added to the

domain structure to assist in realigning or rotating

them into the direction of  the applied (earth’s)

field. The emerging magnetic field can then be

measured with a hall effect tesla meter held at the

ends of  the rod. Demagnetization, or rescrambling

of  the domains, can then be achieved by placing

the rod in a solenoidal coil excited by alternating

current at 50-60 Hz and slowly withdrawing it to a

point substantially away from the coil. In this

process, the rod experiences a constantly reversing

and decaying magnetic field as it emerges (Fig. 2).

Starting at Br , the section is taken to saturation

flux density (–Bs ), then +Bs , and then to

increasingly lower maximum values of  B in time t
until the value of  B is very low. A problem here

arises as the part gets thicker. From eddy current

theory, the alternating current field penetrates

roughly three “skin depths” (called effective depth of
penetration) which for steel might be 1.5 to 3 mm

(0.06 to 0.12 in.) for a standard power frequency

of  50 or 60 Hz, so material deep inside the part

will not experience any of  the rapidly reversing

alternating current field that causes domain

scrambling.

Direct current methods, such as taking the part

through a reversed field direct current coil, suffer

from the problem that in many cases, where there

is magnetism emerging from a part, (as can be
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Figure 3. Measured longitudinal magnetic flux in 10 m (30 ft) pipe:

(a) before and (b) after demagnetization with reversed field coil.
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would measure the external field strength, it is

about 0.03 T (±300 G). Best attempts to

demagnetize with a reverse direct current field

(Fig. 3b) yielded a double dipole with maximum

strengths 0.18 T (1.8 kG) and 0.12 T (1.2 kG).

In some cases, such as in tubular goods, it may

only be necessary to remove a detrimental

longitudinal field by rotating it into the

circumferential direction. This involves placing an

internal conductor through the material and firing

one or more large current “shots” (central

conductor technique). This is achieved using a

direct current type of  current source, such as a

capacitor discharge unit. Of  course, the part is

now probably at Br in the circular direction, and

depending upon variations in the part’s wall

thickness, the magnetic flux external to the part

will be small.

Checking Magnetization in Part

To check how well a part is demagnetized, it is

passed through a sense coil (perhaps 100 to 500

turns) connected to a flux meter (Fig. 4).4 Output

of  the flux meter versus length along the part

shows the total magnetic flux (Φ) passing through

the coil (Figs. 3 and 4). If  the part is uniform,

such as a rod or pipe, as shown in Fig. 4, Φ = B·A
where vector B is the flux density parallel to the

coil axis, and vector A is the cross-sectional area of

the part. Knowing A, then it is easy to deduce B.

For full demagnetization, B should obviously be

zero. However, as shown in Fig. 3b, if  one tries to

bring the external field down to zero, there will be

some flux remaining in the part. Here, for this

10 m (30 ft) pipe sample, two dipole magnets N/S

and S/N are formed by this particular reversed

field demagnetization process. Figure 4 shows that

by moving the part out of  the coil, the flux

through the coil has gone from Φ to zero, so we

have a reference point for flux measurement.
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Figure 4. Measuring magnetic flux (Φ) with

encircling coil.
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Q: I would like to know if  SNT-TC-1A has been absorbed by CP-189. Some people
in my country have commented on this coalition. Is this true or false?  P.C.,
Rionegro, Columbia

A: False. Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-1A: Personnel Qualification and
Certification in Nondestructive Testing and CP-189: ASNT Standard for
Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive Testing Personnel are two totally
separate documents. SNT-TC-1A does not mention CP-189 at all in its main
certification pages. The only mention of  CP-189 occurs in the descriptions of
the NDT and PdM basic examinations at the back of  the document. In CP-189,
SNT-TC-1A is only listed as a reference document in section 10.0, "Referenced
Publications"; there is no other mention of  SNT-TC-1A in the document.
Paragraph 2.2.1 of  CP-189 does state that an NDT Level III must hold a
current ASNT NDT, ASNT PdM Level III, or ACCP Professional Level III
certificate, but this refers to ASNT's certification programs, not SNT-TC-1A.

As a recommended practice, SNT-TC-1A provides guidelines for employers to
create an in-house certification program and those guidelines can be modified*
to meet the employer's specific needs. Once the selected guidelines are written
into the employer's written practice, then those guidelines become the
certification requirements for that company. On the other hand, CP-189 is an
ANSI American National standard and it has requirements that cannot be
modified by the employer. If  a company wishes to certify their NDT personnel
in accordance with CP-189 then that company must meet all of  the CP-189
requirements exactly as written.

* In 2004 the ASNT SNT-TC-1A Interpretation Panel received an inquiry asking
about what modifications an employer can make to the SNT-TC-1A guidelines.
Inquiry 04-1 and the panel response are copied below. The most recent edition
of  the ASNT publication Interpreting SNT-TC-1A, which has all of  the
SNT-TC-1A inquiries and panel responses from 1975 through 2010, can be
found in PDF format in the members only section at <http://www.asnt.org>.
A printed version can be purchased online at ShopASNT,
<http://www.asnt.org/shop/index.ihtml> or by contacting the ASNT Book
Department at (800) 222-2768. Reference item number 2040.

Respectfully,
James W. Houf
Senior Manager, ASNT Technical Services Department

INBOX

Inquiry 04-1:
1. Is it the intent of  Paragraph 1.4 that an employer can

modify the "Guidelines" of  SNT-TC-1A to the extent
that Level II and Level III NDT personnel can be
"certified" without any examinations if  written this way
in the written practice?

INBOX continued on p 12



Across

1. Reversing direct current contact coil demagnetization is usually
associated with relatively large test objects that have been magnetized
using a _______ current magnetic field.

3. ________ force is the reverse external magnetic field intensity required
to reduce a test objectʼs bulk magnetism to zero.

6. Demagnetization is the process of  removing magnetism from a
____________ material.

9. This portable U shaped electromagnet or permanent magnet is
sometimes used to demagnetize small objects having high coercive
force.

10. SI unit for magnetic flux that replaces the maxwell.
13. When an object is remagnetized in a different _________ to a level

equal to or below its previous
magnetization, then
demagnetization may not be
required.

15. Unlike longitudinal residual
induction, this type of  residual
induction can exhibit little or no
external evidence of  its
presence.

17. When exposed to a magnetizing
force, ferromagnetic materials
are characterized by a relative
ease of  magnetization that can
be attributed to the relatively
high magnetic _____________
exhibited by these materials.

19. For the best results, a test object
should be passed through an
alternating current
demagnetizing coil lengthwise or with its longest axis _____________
to the coil.

20. Demagnetizing capability is directly related to the techniqueʼs effective
magnetic field _________ induced in the test object.

21. Retentivity is the ability of  a material to maintain _______ magnetism
in the absence of  a coercive field.

22. Alternating current demagnetization with a specially built
demagnetizing ____ is the most convenient and widely used
demagnetization method.

Down

2. Demagnetization occurs as a result of  heat treatment if  the test object
temperature is taken to the _____ point or above (about 750 °C or
1400 °F for steel).

4. Improper test object ___________ relative to an alternating current
demagnetizing coil can adversely affect demagnetization.

5. The points where magnetic lines of  flux leave and reenter a
ferromagnetic material are called surface magnetic _____.

7. This term is used to describe the penetration ability of  cyclical current
or magnetization as a function of  frequency, conductivity and relative
permeability and is known as the ____ effect.

8. Lag in the change of  magnetization values in response to a change in
the magnetizing force.

10.A cable ____ with an
appropriate high amperage
alternating current power source
is a convenient means of
demagnetization for large or
immobile test objects.

11. SI unit for magnetic flux density
that replaces the gauss.

12.When test objects have low
magnetic retentivity (an
automotive block, for example,
or low carbon steel used for
welded tanks), the residual field
__________ as soon as the
magnetizing current is removed.

14.Practically all demagnetizing
techniques are based on this
common procedure that is the
cyclical application of  opposed

magnetic fields of  successively decreasing intensity.
16. The amount of  ________ magnetism depends on (1) the retentivity of

the material, (2) the coercive force of  the material and (3) the intensity
and direction of  the magnetic field. 

18. Replacing the oersted, this SI derived unit for magnetic field intensity is
the ______ per meter.
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I
It’s not unusual to hear an NDT practitioner state that they arrived at
a career in NDT through unexpected circumstances. Such is the case for
Scott Brown. A chance contract introduced him first to industrial rope
access and then to nondestructive testing. 

Q: How did you become involved in nondestructive testing?

A: I got into nondestructive testing actually through rope access. I

come from a mountaineering and rock climbing background

that began when I was 18. I started working for the National

Park Service Search and Rescue in Yosemite. I did that for

several years and then ran my own mountaineering business for

more than 10 years, guiding clientele on alpine mountain

climbing, rock climbing and vertical waterfall ice climbing. I got

a call one day from a person that was looking for someone to

install about 20 banners on the sides of  hospital buildings. I

took on that small contract, investigated further and discovered

the trade of  industrial rope access, which has its own certifying

bodies, standards and equipment. I started working for the rope

access division of  a company in the San Francisco Bay area,

whose primary function was inspection. Part of  their training

process was to teach UT thickness, MT and PT and basic

inspection skills to be applied while on rope.

Q: Tell us about your certification and training.

A: I started on the job training with UT thickness working under a

Level II UT technician. The challenge of  learning UT while on

rope is that most of  the time the worksite is a remote location

that most operators and NDT technicians can’t access readily.

So, it was a challenge to  get enough hours under the direct

supervision of  a Level II. It took a good while in the field to

build up the experience but, in the end, my training was more

than complete and I was self-sufficient.

Q: What methods are you certified in now?

A: I am currently a UT thickness 2A and an MT and PT Level II.

Q: What are some of the structures you’ve inspected with rope access?

A: I worked offshore for a previous employer in Alaska doing

low-tide leg inspections of  platforms right above water level to

gage the thickness and integrity of  the legs supporting the

platform. Right now I’m working full time in petroleum

refineries in the San Francisco bay area inspecting process

piping. There are five refineries here in the bay area and I work

full time in one and am growing the rope access presence here

in two others.

Q: Can you describe your work inspecting process piping?

A: I’m typically inspecting the shell of  the towers or columns and

the process piping that feeds or exits from the columns. Storage

tanks are another large use area for rope access — either the

shell of  the vessel or the piping exiting or feeding the vessel.

Q: Do automated inspection tools figure into that at all?

A: Coincidentally, for the last couple of  days, we’ve been assisting

an automated UT crawler system. Crawlers typically use about

30 m (100 ft) of  umbilical cord. The inspection site we were on

was about 76 m (250 ft) up in the air and so we had to haul all

of  the AUT equipment, including the computer, water source,

and electrical cords up to an upper deck on the platform on the

tower. Then we had to actually place the machine onto the pipe

or the shell of  the tower. A technician has to be within a

hundred feet of  the crawler controlling it from a laptop

computer. The technician also has to position the crawler

squarely on the surface to be inspected at a known starting

point that is measured and recorded. In addition, even though

the crawler is held onto the vessel with magnets, it also requires

a tether, basically a lanyard, to make sure that if  the magnets

become disengaged, the crawler doesn’t fall. That’s all rope

access rigging.

Q: What provisions are made for safety in your working environment?

A: Rope access is an OSHA compliant means of  access. In a sense,

it’s similar to fall arrest. Fall arrest is a means for workers to

protect themselves in case of  a fall while working at heights,

while rope access allows a worker to be in full suspension on

ropes and to maneuver with the ropes vertically, horizontally, or

in a combination of  the two, to access a work area. Safety-wise,

two different trade associations set standards for rope access;

IRATA, the Industrial Rope Access Trade Association, and

SPRAT, the Society of  Professional Rope Access Technicians.

Q: Do those organizations provide certification?

A: Yes, that’s established though a set of  standards and a training

process. There are three different levels of  certification, Levels

I, II and III. Basic certification for a Level I rope access worker

requires 40 hours of  training and certification testing. And, they

Scott Brown
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are to be supervised by a Level II or Level III rope access tech.

A Level II has more supervisory roles even though any rope

access job requires a Level III technician as site supervisor. The

minimum rope access team size is two technicians.

Q: What does each of those technicians do?

A: Well, the Level III is the supervisor and is responsible for

assessing the work site. He does a hazard analysis to identify all

the hazards at the work site and then addresses each of  those

independently and comes up with a document that states the

steps to be taken to make sure the hazards are safely mitigated

or can be avoided. The Level III then establishes the rigging,

hangs the ropes and anchor points and instructs the Level I or

II technician on how to access the work site. The Level III also

creates a rescue plan. That plan is discussed before work can

begin. Each rope access technician, whether Level I, II or III,

has rescue skills taught to them. That’s the majority of  the

training that’s taught for these certification levels. A rope access

team is self-reliant in terms of  rescue. They don’t require an

outside rescue team to come in and rescue the person from on

rope. If  an incident were to happen, it’s up to the rope access

team to safely get the injured worker from the work site down

to the ground where the first responders or the on site rescue

personnel can administer care.

Q: What level is your rope access certification?

A: I’m a Level III IRATA, SPRAT rope access tech.

Q: What hazards might be encountered in your working environment?

A: There’s a whole number of  potential hazards in a refinery

environment and across the board for other structures as well.

In a refinery, there’s hot piping, sharp edges, and process

hazards such as product or gas releases — which aren’t

standard but are always a potential. Those are the three main

hazards. And, in general, there’s limited egress, meaning the

worker is not easily accessible. So, prior to getting on rope, an

evacuation and rescue plan has to be set in place. The basic

premise of  rope access is to not start a job if  any hazard has

been identified that cannot be mitigated. A contingency plan

has to be identified for each hazard. There’s always somebody

watching your back and ready to be there for rescue or

assistance.

Q: What happens in a typical evacuation and rescue plan?

A: Rope access operates on the principle of  a two-rope system;

there’s a primary working line and a backup line. In a rescue

scenario, the rescuer can access those two lines that the worker

is on, ascend or descend to the victim, and transfer the victim

onto the rescuer and rappel down to the ground.

Q: What are your career plans for the future?

A: Well, I plan on doing this to a ripe old age. It’s a very rewarding

career in that there’s always room to grow the program. My

focus is rope access development for my current employer.

NDT is one of  the types of  work that we do while we are

accessing structures. Right now, there’s a huge demand in

industry for rope access technicians with NDT certifications,

specifically, RT, UT and AUT, and some MT. As far as my

personal development, I’m currently working on welding

certification. Basically, the goal for a rope access technician is

to maintain a broad skill set that can offer the customer most

any service they would need at remote locations. I’m looking to

maintain my basic NDT certifications and building a broad set

of  experience as far as mechanical and inspection work.

Q: What’s the worst part of the work that you do?
A: I thoroughly enjoy accessing remote work sites. I don’t know if

there’s a worst part of  the job, really.

Q: What’s the best part of your work?
A: The best part of  the work is the teamwork and the high

standard required for communication. And, I like the feeling of

accomplishment that comes from completing seemingly

impossible jobs smoothly and safely.

Q: What advice would you offer to individuals considering an
NDT career using rope access?

A: Rope access has been employed in the U.S. for about 15 years

and is still a growing industry. For people that have the

aptitude, NDT is a great set of  skills to accompany a rope

access background. In the last couple of  years, in spite of  the

tough times with unemployment and so forth, I’ve not seen a

single NDT/rope access technician with a lack of  work. You

need to be able to complete strenuous work and you need to be

able to appropriately assess risk and then communicate that

effectively to team members.

Contact Scott Brown at <sbrown@ropeworks.com>. 
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2. What are the limits that are intended regarding how
much the employer can deviate from SNT-TC-1A as
written? If  no limits are given, the employer can change
the entire context of  SNT-TC-1A to eliminate all
certification exams. Is that the intent?

Response:
1. No. The provisions of  Paragraph 1.4 allow

modification of  the detailed recommendations; it is not
intended to allow elimination of  the basic provisions of
the document.

2. No. Paragraph 9.2. requires certification in accordance
with "Section 8, Examinations" as described in the
employer's written practice.

General Comments:
SNT-TC-1A allows for modification of  detailed
recommendations as necessary to meet particular needs.
The intent is that there be a technical rationale to support
such modification. Elimination of  requirements, such as
training, experience and examination, goes beyond
modification of  detailed requirements.

E-mail, fax or phone questions for  the“Inbox” to the
Editor: hhumphries@asnt.org, fax (614) 274-6899,
phone (800) 222-2768 X206. 

INBOX continued from p 8

Across

1.direct
3.coercive
6.ferromagnetic
9.yoke

10.weber
13.direction
15.circular

17.permeability
19.perpendicular
20.intensity
21.remanent
22.coil

Down

2.curie
4.orientation

5.poles
7.skin
8.hysteresis

10.wrap
11.tesla
12.dissipates
14.downcycling
16.residual
18.ampere
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